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Abstract
On the basis of recent long-term traffic
traces, some traffic characteristics of Internet
applications are presented and interpreted.
The symmetry and asymmetry occurring in
connections for Web access, e-mail and file
transfer traffic is discussed and explained by
TCP (the Internet transport layer protocol)
characteristics. The paper concludes by introducing a “fun factor” as a measure for perceived quality of service and by discussing
its quantification and application for network
dimensioning purposes.
Index terms: Internet Traffic; Application
Characteristics; Access Network; Asymmetry; Dimensioning; Bit Rate Distribution;
Elastic Traffic; Fun Factor
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Introduction

Capacity planning is an important part of
network engineering. In particular, it is important to match the capacity of the trunk
part of a network with the traffic offered on
the access lines. Offering too much bandwidth on a common trunk is uneconomical
whereas too little bandwidth compromises
network performance as perceived by the
users.
This paper concentrates on the traffic requirements of elastic traffic as caused
by WWW access (HTTP), e-mail transfer (SMTP, POP) and file transfer (FTP).
Combining results of different recent client

side measurements allows distinguishing between user and application behaviour and
requirements. Previously known measurements focus on backbone or server side traffic. In contrast to these, our measurement
points were chosen to be close enough to the
subscribers in order to capture the complete
network traffic of each user.

As quality of service (QoS) for elastic traffic is mainly determined by the bit rate that
can be sustained during a TCP connection,
one focus of this paper is the distribution of
mean TCP connection bit rates as observed
under different circumstances. A second focus is on the symmetry of data volumes or bit
rates within a connection as well as between
different connections, highlighting cases of
symmetry and asymmetry in access traffic
streams.

The traces that are the basis for the numerical evaluations in this paper are described
in sec. 2. Short and long-term bit rate distributions are presented in sec. 3 for different applications and the relation between
the amount of traffic sent into the core network to the amount of traffic received from
the core network is investigated in sec. 4
for HTTP, e-mail and FTP traffic. Finally, in
sec. 5 the dimensioning of access multiplexers and concentrators for elastic traffic is discussed and an appropriate quality of service
parameter is suggested.
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Measurement

The results given in the following sections
have been obtained from two different measurements, which will be referred to as
“trace A” and “trace B”. Both traces were
collected at local Ethernet segments where
all the traffic to and from individual users’
computers could be observed.
Trace A was collected during seven months,
when 100 students’ PCs were connected
to their university’s backbone network in
Münster, Germany, via ADSL lines. The
lines were configured to 2.5Mbit/s downstream and 384kbit/s upstream bit rates. Usage of the Internet access service was free
of charge and there was no dial-up procedure, i.e. computers could have an “always on” mode connection to the Internet.
In total, during the six months of monitoring, 14 million IP packet headers belonging to HTTP were collected, covering around
480,000 HTTP/TCP connections.
Trace B was collected during five weeks
when all traffic at a local Internet Service
Provider (ISP) “Bürgernetz Fünfseenland”
close to Munich, Germany, was monitored
using the same tcpdump software [1] as
with trace A. Around 300 mostly residential subscribers shared 30 dial-up lines reaching from low-speed modems to double ISDN
lines at 128kbit/s plus compression. Apart
from charges for the local telephone call
needed to connect to the ISP, subscribers
only paid a yearly flat rate. Here, for HTTP
traffic alone 43 million IP packet headers
were collected, covering around 1.6 million
HTTP/TCP connections.
In the following, the terms “traffic volume”
and “bit rate” are determined on the packet
level including the overhead of Ethernet
frames. Instantaneous bit rates are averaged
over short time intervals whereas the traffic
volume and mean bit rate of a “flow” are determined from the total packet traffic carried

in the flow and its duration.
The number and characteristic parameters of
HTTP flows detected in the two traces in different flow classes are summarized in Table 1. The concept of a flow is used in the
Internet to denote a number of IP packets
traversing the connectionless core network
between the same source and destination.
There are several ways of defining a flow [2,
3]. For a thorough discussion of flows in conjunction with Web traffic, see [4]. We use
the notion of port to port (P2P), host to host
(H2H) and total client traffic (CL) flows. A
P2P flow comprises all traffic that is transmitted between the same two hosts using
the same protocol and the same two ports
on these hosts. The beginning and end of a
P2P flow are denoted by the first SYN (TCP
synchronize) and the last FIN (TCP final) packet. Defined in this way, a P2P
flow is equivalent to a TCP connection. A
host to host (H2H) flow comprises all traffic between the same two IP addresses, up
to an inter-packet interval of 10 minutes, after which the flow is declared to have ended
with the last packet seen. A H2H flow can
consist of the packets of one or more TCP
connections. A CL flow comprises all traffic for a selected application (WWW, FTP or
e-mail) that a single client consumes or produces. As with the H2H flows, the end of a
total client traffic flow is determined by a 10
minute timeout.
A comparison of the P2P, H2H and CL characteristics reveals that the mean bit rate of
a flow could hardly be increased by clients
having parallel TCP connections to the same
server but that parallel connections to different servers resulted in an increase of mean
bit rates by a factor of two, as can be seen by
comparing the CL mean bit rates with H2H
or P2P mean bit rates.
Besides the fairly similar values for mean bit
rates, there is a big difference between the
mean flow durations measured in both traces.

Table 1: HTTP flows in traces A and B: number of flows, mean and coefficient of variation of
flow duration and mean downstream bit rate.
flow type

H2H

CL

A

B

#flows
mean duration in s
 of duration
mean downstream bit rate in kbit/s

480 794
57
15.7
4.6

1 576 151
19.5
4.2
3.9

#flows
mean duration in s

of duration
mean downstream bit rate in kbit/s

43 537
471
4.9
5.0

95 401
303
2.3
4.1

#flows
mean duration in s
 of duration
mean downstream bit rate in kbit/s

2 260
4 860
2.0
10.5

9 253
1 350
1.5
8.8

This is partly due to the fact that trace A
was recorded in a flat-rate environment without any usage charges whereas the users in
trace B had to pay for the access via telephone lines, which reduced the total usage as
well as the mean usage duration per session.
In addition to the mean flow durations of
Tab. 1, Fig. 1 gives the complementary distribution function (cdf) of flow durations1,
explaining another part of the difference between mean P2P flow durations of the two
traces: A fit of a Pareto
distribution to the
 
trace A
P2P flow duration cdf from

in Fig. 1 reveals that
for over
three decades with  . At this value
of  , the expectation and variance of the
Pareto distribution, a so-called heavy-tailed
distribution, are both infinite if it is continued


until
. Therefore, for any measurement of finite duration, the measured mean
and variance grow with the measurement duration. It is this heavy-tailed distribution of
burst durations that causes the long-range dependence and fractal patterns observed in In1
A cdf gives the probability "!$#&%('*),+"-/.0!212%43
for the flow lifetime .0! to exceed a given duration % .

ternet traffic [5].
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Figure 1: Complementary distribution function of flow durations as measured in trace A.
The distribution of H2H flow durations in
Fig. 1 still exhibits a power tail between
around 300 and 30 000s, with an exponent
57686:9 , indicating a finite expectation but
still an infinite variance if the distribution tail
is continued until infinity. Finally, in the cdf
of total client HTTP session durations, this
power tail is not visible any more, but due to
the small number of CL flows observed, the
statistical significance in the corresponding
cdf tail region is low, so that neither presence
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Bit Rate Distribution of Elastic Traffic
Flows

Complementary Distribution Function

In a packet based network, the instantaneous
bit rate measured at one location can only
take two discrete values: either it is equal
to the line bit rate (ongoing packet transmission) or it is zero. Therefore, all meaningful bit rate figures must be averages over a
certain time interval. A short averaging time
interval leads to a good time resolution but
also to a coarse granularity of bit rates. On
the other hand, a long averaging interval produces fine granularity bit rates at the cost of
a reduced time resolution.
The graph in Fig. 2 gives the complementary distribution function of 100ms average downstream bit rates measured per
TCP connection for the application protocols HTTP, POP3 (e-mail reception) and
FTP. The downstream access line rate of
2.5Mbit/s is reached in a small fraction of the
time intervals whereas there is also a fairly
high probability of the connection to be idle
during a 100ms interval.
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Figure 2: P2P flow (TCP connection) bit rate
distribution of HTTP, FTP and E-Mail traffic
in 100ms intervals from trace A.
This idle probability is increased depending

on the observed service when the total client
session traffic is considered in Fig. 3. Here
also the effect of parallel connections is visible by a slight increase in the probabilities
for high bit rates.

Complementary Distribution Function

nor absence of a power tail in CL flows can
be proved.
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Figure 3: Total client session bit rate distribution for HTTP, FTP and E-Mail traffic in
100ms intervals from trace A.

In order to view the relation between upstream and downstream bit rates during an
HTTP/TCP connection (P2P flow), the mean
upstream bit rate has been plotted versus the
mean downstream bit rate for each connection in Fig. 4. A lighter gray indicates the
accumulation of more points on the same
spot. Although the bit rates themselves are
more variable, the ratio between upstream
and downstream rates is limited to values between around 3:1 and 1:30. The same characteristics have been obtained with different
applications and different access bit rates,
e.g. from trace B or in the cases analyzed
in [6], except that for lower access line rates,
the achievable mean bit rates of a connection
are lower, which limits the extension of the
observed combinations at the top right corner in Fig. 4. This effect of limited asymmetry and its causes are investigated further in
the following section.
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Figure 4: Bit rate symmetry of HTTP traffic
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Traffic Asymmetry

4.1 HTTP Traffic

Complementary Distribution Function

Fig. 5 gives the complementary bit rate
asymmetry distribution for HTTP traffic on
the different flow levels. This distribution is
defined as the probability for the ratio of upstream to downstream mean bit rate of a flow
to exceed a given value. Note that as the duration of a flow must obviously be the same
for the upstream and downstream directions,
the ratio of upstream to downstream mean bit
rates is equivalent to the ratio of upstream to
downstream data volume of a flow.
1
0.8

P2P
H2H
CL

where the data volume transmitted upstream
is larger than the data volume received from
the network. If the total HTTP client traffic
is considered, this fraction amounts to 30%
of all Web sessions. In addition, the form of
the curves indicates that the distributions can
be described by lognormal distribution functions (note the log-lin plot).
In order to find out the reason behind this
ratio distribution and the high percentage of
symmetric or even upstream-oriented transmissions, the ratio of mean bit rates in
each connection has been plotted against the
downstream volume received from the network in the connection. The resulting graph
in Fig. 6 reveals that connections with a
small download volume are fairly symmetrical whereas the higher asymmetry ratios of
1:30–1:50 can only be reached in connections in which a large volume of data is retrieved from a server.
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Figure 6: Correlation of upstream to downstream bit rate (or volume) ratios and downstream volume in HTTP/TCP connections.
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Figure 5: Distribution of upstream to downstream bit rate (or volume) ratios in
HTTP/TCP flows.
Fig. 5 indicates that there is a significant
fraction of HTTP flows on each flow level

Denoting the upstream volume in a connection by <>= , the downstream volume by <0?
and assuming @ acknowledgements per received downstream data packet with values
of @ between 0.5 and 1, the volume ratio
can be derived from the basic HTTP/TCP
message sequence depicted in Fig. 7 for the
case of non-persistent connections in which

only one GET request can be served per
HTTP/TCP connection.
Client

Server

4.2 E-Mail and FTP Traffic

SYN+ACK
ACK
HTTP GET
HTTP response
ACK

...

Data
Transfer

FIN+ACK
Connection
Release

FIN+ACK
time t

ACK

Figure 7: Basic HTTP/TCP message sequence.
As the packet sizes measured in the traces
include the Ethernet headers, the sizes of
the connection management and acknowledgement packets are 60 bytes each. A mean
GET request packet has a size of around
400 bytes and the downstream data packets
have a maximum size of 1500 bytes in larger
downloads. Thus, the ratio of upstream to
downstream volumes in a download is approximated by
ACB
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The corresponding values have been added
as a dashed line in Fig. 6. Connections with a
smaller maximum transmission unit (MTU)
of 512 bytes e.g. can still be described by using an adapted effective I value. This general behaviour of any TCP based upload or

The complementary bit rate ratio distributions for P2P and H2H e-mail traffic flows
in Fig. 8 have been split into two parts each:
Residentials usually transmit outgoing emails via the simple mail transfer protocol
(SMTP) over TCP whereas received messages are retrieved from the mail server via
the post office protocol (POP3) over TCP.
This fact is reflected in the observation of upstream to downstream ratios being nearly always greater than one for the SMTP traffic
and less than one for the POP3 flows. Note
that there is a concentration of probability
mass at bit rate ratios between 0.64 and 0.74,
which is due to the large fraction of POP3
connections that are only used to check if
there are new mails available on the server
and do not retrieve any data.
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Figure 8: Distribution of upstream to downstream bit rate ratio for e-mail traffic.
In the FTP case depicted in Fig. 9, around
5% of all P2P and 14% of all H2H flows
transmit more data into the network than
they receive.
Note that the file transfer protocol (FTP)
uses separate control and data connections.
This leads to a split of the typical TCP
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graph as observed in Fig. 6 into three distinct branches, as can be seen in Fig. 10. The
lower branch is due to file downloads with
the main part of the traffic in downstream
direction. The upper branch is due to the
(fewer) file uploads. It differs in form from
the lower branch because it would have to
be plotted versus the upstream instead of the
downstream data volume in order to obtain
the same form. More results not given here
have shown that also the size distribution
of uploaded items is highly similar to that
of downloaded items – only the frequency
of uploads and downloads differ. The third
branch in the middle of Fig. 10 is due to the
control connections which produce more or
less symmetric traffic.
4.3 Access Session Traffic
Apart from the per connection symmetry observed above, the decision as to which access technology to offer to customers is also
determined by the overall traffic symmetry
that is expected. The asymmetry distribution
of the total upstream and downstream traffic per access session as measured in trace B
is depicted in Fig. 11. As most of the total
access traffic is HTTP or e-mail traffic, we
expect to see a mixture of the HTTP asymmetry distributions (Fig. 5) and both distri-
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Figure 10: Correlation of upstream to downstream bit rate (or volume) ratios and downstream volume in FTP/TCP connections.
butions for e-mail traffic (Fig. 8). The plot in
Fig. 11 contains separate evaluations for normal modem and (single or double B channel)
ISDN access sessions, which do not show
significant differences. Like in the HTTP and
e-mail flow asymmetry distributions, there is
a significant proportion of 15–20 % of access sessions in which there is more total upstream than downstream traffic.
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Figure 9: Distribution of upstream to downstream bit rate ratio for FTP traffic.
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Figure 11: Upstream/downstream ratio distribution of total access traffic.
The decision as to which access technology
to offer to customers will also be influenced
by the overall traffic symmetry that is expected. In addition to the standard cases of
teleworking business customers or server-athome scenarios, also residential subscribers

showing a high volume of upstream e-mail
or FTP transmissions or a large fraction of
short HTTP downloads will be in favour of
a more symmetrical access system, whereas
subscribers with an emphasis on large downloads or audio/video streaming applications
will prefer to have an asymmetric access line
which focuses on downstream line speed.
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QoS Requirements of Elastic Traffic

Whereas most real-time services producing
stream traffic need a certain guaranteed minimum bandwidth in order to be usable at all,
applications producing elastic traffic (like
WWW browsing, e-mail, file transfer or network news) can be used starting with a very
low minimum bandwidth. However, as most
of today’s traffic in data networks is elastic
traffic, Internet Service Providers (ISPs) can
use good elastic traffic performance of their
networks as a means of advertising. If a corresponding QoS measure, as defined in the
following, is standardised and available as a
reference or for comparing ISPs, it may be
readily accepted by subscribers.
The Internet’s transmission control protocol
(TCP) provides the necessary flow control
functions to optimally utilise the available
bandwidth available in the network. Teletraffic models based on the Processor Sharing
discipline, like the M/G/R-PS model, take
this behaviour into account and allow to use
a relative delay factor O>P to give the ratio
of transmission time needed for a file to the
ideal transmission time that would have occurred e.g. if the full link rate of the access line could have been utilized by the
data transfer [7, 8]. This model is insensitive to the burst size distribution, which
makes it even more appropriate also for the
heavy tailed burst size distributions found
in data traffic. In contrast, classical models for multiplexers that determine the delay and/or packet loss probability without re-

garding the effect of flow control will greatly
over-estimate the amount of bandwidth required [9, 10].
In an attempt to define an understandable
measure for user perceived quality of service, a “fun factor” Q is defined as the ratio
of the transmission time for a given amount
of data under ideal conditions to the transmission time actually needed:
QSR

4T 4D U V/W
/XY[Z U[\]/U^D

This fun factor is for a single connection
equal to 6>_`O>P but has the advantage of giving
results positively correlated with a perceived
quality: A fun factor of zero describes a completely unusable service whereas the upper
bound QaRb6 denotes the best achievable service. Using this measure for QoS, realistic
target values for Q can be estimated: In the
past, residential subscribers have bought new
Internet access equipment when they could
increase the bandwidth by a factor of 2–3.
Assuming that the old equipment was operated at the limits of its throughput capacity ( Qcd6 ), the same bit rate would correspond to a fun factor of QaR 0.3–0.5 with the
new equipment. A noticeable improvement
can therefore be felt if QJe 0.7–0.8. For business customers, on the other hand, the target values should be much higher, e.g. 95 or
even 99%, depending on the degree of service requested. For high-quality business access, one could also imagine determining the
distribution of Q and demanding that the ratio of connections with QJf0hg be less than
a certain percentage during busy hours.
For a conservative estimate of the required
bandwidth of the common trunk line in an
access network, an ON/OFF source model
with the ON bit rate equal to the individual
access line rate can be used as a reference for
the ideal situation. Another approach to obtain more realistic estimates of the required
trunk line capacity is to convolve the mea-

sured bit rate distributions as given in Fig. 3
for the number of simultaneously active subscribers and to determine the fun factor from
the resulting distribution of the ideal aggregated bit rate and its reduction by limiting
the sum of all bit rates to a given trunk line
rate. However, this approach requires that
up-to-date bit rate distribution measurements
such as those displayed in Fig. 3 be available
from a situation in which the Internet access
was sufficiently overdimensioned.
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Conclusions

Using recent long-term client side traffic
traces from a high-speed (2.5Mbit/s ADSL)
Internet access network and from a modem/ISDN access pool, several characteristics of Internet client traffic were analyzed.
As expected, flows on different aggregation
levels show significant idle phases and shortterm mean bit rates can reach values around
the access line rate. Investigations of the
asymmetry in bit rates and data volumes of
different flows revealed that although most
single connections have a direction of preference, the overall traffic is a mix of upstream
and downstream oriented data transfers. In
addition, there are a lot of TCP connections
used for HTTP transport where upstream and
downstream data volumes are about equal,
which is due to the symmetry of connection
establishment and connection release procedures as well as the fairly big sizes of
the packets containing the HTTP GET requests. On the other hand, connections used
for transferring large volumes of data cannot exceed an asymmetry ratio of around
1:30–1:50 due to the size and frequency of
the TCP acknowledgements transmitted in
the reverse direction. The measurement results also revealed that the overall symmetry of the traffic is such that in 15–20% of
all access sessions, e.g. modem or ISDN dialup sessions, more traffic is transmitted up-

stream than downstream. Taking the path
from measurement results to dimensioning,
the “fun factor” was introduced as an easyto-quantify measure of perceived quality of
service for elastic traffic and hints were given
on how dimensioning can be achieved for
elastic traffic assuming ideal conditions or
even taking the bit rates available from the
real Internet into account.
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